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ABSTRACT: Polydicyclopentadiene (PDCPD) is a ring-opening metathesis polymer derived from dicyclopentadiene. Valued for its light weight, excellent material strength, and good performance at both high and low temperatures, PDCPD is used to make body panels for tractors and heavy-duty trucks. We recently described the first functionalized form of PDCPD (fPDCPD) that maintains the thermal stability of the parent polymer. However, while commercial PDCPD components are produced through a reaction injection molding process on very large scale, our fPDCPD polymer was developed on small scale, and has not been shown to be a viable substrate for reaction injection molding processes. Here we address these limitations by providing an improved synthesis of the fDCPD monomer mixture on half-kilo scale, and describing a method for separating the polymerizeable monomer from other, nonpolymerizeable, regioisomers without chromatography. We further demonstrate a reaction injection molding process for the creation of prototype fPDCPD components. Together, these increases in scale and advances in small object manufacturing facilitate the production of regular-dimensioned samples for dynamic mechanical analysis, permitting the first direct comparison of the mechanical properties of C-linked ester-functionalized PDCPD with those of unmodified PDCPD. Additionally, by employing monomers of different regioisomer purity, products are achieved encompassing a broad range of glass transition temperatures and storage/loss moduli.
INTRODUCTION

Incorporation of functional groups into the structure of known polymer materials can provide a means to improve certain desirable properties while maintaining the best features of the existing polymer. At the same time, however, this strategy carries an additional synthetic burden in that the functionalized monomers required for polymerization will themselves need to be made on large scale. For example, while polyvinylchloride (PVC) has certain material advantages over polyethylene that make it the world’s third-most widely produced synthetic polymer\textsuperscript{1,2} (despite toxicity concerns\textsuperscript{3,4,5}), the efficient synthesis of the vinyl chloride monomer remains a substantial challenge.\textsuperscript{6,7} Currently about 85\% of vinyl chloride is produced through a rather complicated process in which ethylene is first chlorinated to yield 1,2-dichloroethane, which is then thermally cracked to produce the desired vinyl chloride monomer together with an equivalent of HCl.\textsuperscript{7,8} The HCl is then reacted with more ethylene in a copper-catalyzed oxychlorination process that generates additional 1,2-dichloroethane for cracking to afford still more of the desired monomer. It is apparent, then, that even for industrially important bulk materials like PVC for which annual worldwide production exceeds 10 billion kilograms each year, synthesis of a functionalized monomer can require considerable attention.

Polydicyclopentadiene (PDCPD) is an example of an industrially important material that could benefit from the incorporation of additional functionality. Produced through ring-opening metathesis polymerization (ROMP) of dicyclopentadiene (DCPD), PDCPD’s extensive network of chemical crosslinks provides an extremely high material strength without contributing to excessive brittleness.\textsuperscript{9,10} These properties are maintained at both low temperatures and high temperatures.\textsuperscript{11,12,13} After initially being employed to make cowlings for snowmobiles, PDCPD is now used to make body panels, bumpers, and other components for tractors and commercial...
trucks.\textsuperscript{11} Importantly, these commercial products are made using a reaction injection molding process in which the polymerization and crosslinking reactions happen together within the mold to generate the final product.\textsuperscript{11,14,15,16,17} Spent catalyst remains trapped within the material.

Although useful for many applications, PDCPD has several disadvantages that may be traced back to its lack of functionality. These include a low surface energy when freshly prepared (which makes it difficult to attach PDCPD parts to other objects using conventional adhesives, without first employing a surface oxidation process),\textsuperscript{18} a lack of chemical tunability (due to the absence of any functionality other than C–C or C–H bonds), an unpleasant odor (due to residual DCPD being trapped within the final product and then slowly released to the environment)\textsuperscript{19,20,21} and a lack of recyclability (since the bonds formed in the crosslinking steps cannot be undone, as is true of most thermoset polymers).\textsuperscript{22} Introduction of a functional group could mitigate many of these disadvantages. While several methods are known to result in functionalization of the residual C=C double bonds within the polymer structure (i.e. \textit{post}-polymerization functionalization),\textsuperscript{23,24,25,26} very few options are available for functionalization of the DCPD monomer in such a way that the functional group does not impede polymerization and can be carried through into the polymer product (i.e. \textit{pre}-polymerization functionalization).\textsuperscript{21,27}

We rationally designed a \textit{functionalized} form of polydicyclopentadiene ($\phi$PDCPD, Figure 1), in which an ester group was incorporated at the unstrained olefin within the dicyclopentadiene monomer.\textsuperscript{28,29} This material undergoes polymerization and thermal crosslinking similarly to traditional DCPD, with the exception that the two steps can now be done separately. If desired, linear $\phi$PDCD can easily be isolated and purified prior to the crosslinking event. Although synthesis of linear unfunctionalized PDCPD has been reported by other groups, it is generally more challenging to achieve.\textsuperscript{30,31,32,33,34}
Figure 1. Comparison of traditional PDCPD to fPDCPD. Inset shows thermogravimetric analysis for synthesized, crosslinked fPDCPD polymer vs. commercial unfunctionalized PDCPD (Product Rescue BVBA).
The incorporation of the ester functional group within our fPDCPD confers several advantages – the surface energy of the final product can now be readily tuned through (fractional) saponification, and the monomer itself has a more pleasant smell owing to the presence of the ester.\textsuperscript{28} Moreover, while the exact structure of the chemical crosslinks within traditional PDCPD has been a matter of considerable debate,\textsuperscript{35,36} the presence of the ester group reduces the number of reasonable crosslinking reactions. In parallel work, we showed that the structure of the crosslink in our fPDCPD is predominantly that shown in Figure 1, in which the critical C–C bond forms through a head–tail linkage of the embedded methyl methacrylate motif.\textsuperscript{29} This (at least in principle) provides a means for chemically reversing the thermally formed chemical crosslink, which could in turn form the basis of a recycling process. Critically, the incorporation of the ester functional group does not detract from the desirable properties of PDCPD – in contrast to other known types of functionalized polydicyclopentadiene (wherein the functional group is attached through a labile allylic ester linkage),\textsuperscript{21,27} our C-linked ester-functionalized polymer maintains PDCPD’s high glass transition temperature, and shows a similar resistance to decomposition at high temperatures.\textsuperscript{28,29}

At the same time, our approach begets additional synthetic challenges. Whereas dicyclopentadiene itself is readily available from petrochemical stocks,\textsuperscript{37,38} our monomer (4) requires the investment of synthetic effort to attach the ester group. Although an efficient method for the production of 4 was developed based upon our earlier Thiele’s ester research (Figure S1),\textsuperscript{39} this method unfortunately does not afford 4 as the sole regioisomer. Instead, a mixture of regioisomers is generated, in which 4 is only the second-most abundant species.

We previously showed that flash-column chromatography could be used to isolate a mixture of 4 and its principal regioisomer, 9. While the ratio of 4:9 was unfortunately not tunable
through the addition of Lewis acids or other additives, we found that monomer 4 could be selectively polymerized from this mixture to afford the desired linear fPDCPD polymer, which could in turn be subjected to thermal crosslinking. Although the protocol efficiently provided both linear and crosslinked polymer for study, it was deemed insufficient for scale-up to production quantities, because of the following reasons:

(1) Separation of the mixture of 4 and 9 from other species employed a chromatographic separation, which would be costly on large scale;

(2) Selective polymerization of 4 from the monomer mixture necessitated the separation of the resulting polymer (5) from unreacted 9; this was typically accomplished through centrifugation, which would be prohibitively expensive on large scale;

(3) Polymerization from a monomer mixture would be incompatible with reaction injection molding, which is the dominant technique employed for the commercial production of PDCPD automotive parts;

(4) The synthesis and polymer precipitation made use of flammable solvents, which would be undesirable in an industrial setting;

(5) In our initial work, high catalyst loadings were reported (40:1 substrate:catalyst), which would increase the cost of the final product since the metathesis catalyst used for this work (Grubbs 2nd generation catalyst) is relatively expensive;

(6) Although the mixture of 4 and 9 was prepared on reasonable scale (up to 45 grams), only milligram-quantities of polymer were synthesized initially, raising questions about how scalable the polymerization would be.
In this report, we address all of the above challenges and also demonstrate a proof-of-concept reaction injecting molding process for \( \text{fPDCPD} \). These advances permit the creation of macro-scale \( \text{fPDCPD} \) objects suitable for more advanced materials testing.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

**Large-Scale Production of \( \text{fDCPD Monomer} \).** We began our study by seeking to increase the scale of our initially-developed route to the linear \( \text{fPDCPD} \) polymer, while minimizing the use of flammable solvents (especially the diethyl ether used previously for polymer precipitation) and avoiding the use of chromatography for the isolation of the 4:9 mixture. This necessitated a more thorough assessment of the various species formed through the Diels–Alder reaction of carboxylated cyclopentadiene (i.e. the protonated form of 8) with cyclopentadiene itself.
Figure 2. Improved conditions for producing fDCPD and fPDCPD on large scale. Compounds 4, 9, 10, 11 and 12 are all produced as endo Diels–Alder adducts.

As shown in Figure 2 (and presented in more detail in the Supporting Information), extensive spectroscopic analysis revealed the presence of the four species that had been described previously (heterodimers 4 and 9, together with homodimers 11 and 12), along with one additional minor regioisomer (10) visible in the crude NMR spectrum. The connectivity of the newly identified regioisomer – which is consistent with our earlier mechanistic predictions (see Figure S2) – establishes within the molecule a strained norbornyl C=C double bond without any additional substituents. We were therefore concerned that 10 might
participate in the polymerization reaction alongside 4 or, worse yet, react non-productively with the ruthenium catalyst to shut down the reaction. Fortunately, a series of polymerization trials with mixtures of 4, 9, 10 and 12 in various states of purity showed 10 to be a harmless spectator under our standard polymerization conditions (room temperature reactions using Grubbs 2nd generation catalyst). We found that selective polymerization proceeded efficiently so long as the more-reactive dicyclopentadiene (11, formed from the excess cyclopentadiene used in the Diels–Alder step) was removed first (vide infra), and provided that only hexane-soluble material was used for the reaction.42

The critical observation that isomer 4 could be selectively polymerized out of even more complex mixtures than had been envisaged in our earlier work set the stage for the eventual large scale monomer synthesis described in Figure 2. Turning our attention first to the carbonylation of sodium cyclopentadienylide (NaCp; 7) to provide 8, we found that we could reduce the amount of dimethyl carbonate from 5 equivalents down to 2 equivalents without any significant loss in yield. Perhaps more importantly, we found that even on large scale no additional solvent was required for the carbonylation step; we merely used the THF that the initial NaCp reagent was prepared in.43 Kilo-scale production of polymer would most likely start from commercially sourced NaCp in THF (e.g. Boulder Scientific sells NaCp as a 20 wt% solution in THF/toluene, in 85-kg cylinders).

In previous work aimed at the synthesis of Thiele’s esters, we showed that sodium salt 8 could be purified by washing with diethyl ether.39 However, in the interest of minimizing the use of flammable solvent, we omitted this step here. Instead, volatile materials (THF and dimethyl carbonate) were simply removed from 8 through rotary evaporation, and the residue was combined with dicyclopentadiene, isopropanol, and 0.55 equivalents of sulfuric acid to promote
the controlled re-protonation of the substrate, followed by heterodimerization. Stirring for 48 hours produced the mixture of dicyclopentadienes shown in Figure 2, in which key intermediate 4 was typically present as about 15–20% of the total mixture. A simple aqueous workup using hexanes and water was sufficient to remove inorganic byproducts, along with other impurities that were found in control experiments to cause problems for the upcoming polymerization step. Although it was not necessary to remove 12 (since it does not readily participate in metathesis polymerization), its lower solubility in hexanes relative to the other species in the reaction mixture meant that it was also mostly excluded at this stage.

The use of 2 equivalents of dicyclopentadiene in the Diels–Alder reaction is necessary to favor the formation of heterodimer 4 over the competing production of Thiele’s ester 12. The excess dicyclopentadiene, however, necessarily leads to the production of homodimeric unsubstituted dicyclopentadiene (11) by the end of the reaction period. This can be recycled, provided that it can be efficiently removed from the reaction mixture. Indeed, it is vital to do so, since it would otherwise participate in the polymerization reaction. While copolymers of 11 and 4 are undoubtedly interesting (and are being pursued by us in other work) they are not the focus of our current scale-up efforts.

After considerable experimentation, we found that gentle distillation at 50 °C and 0.1 mm Hg was sufficient to remove the unwanted dicyclopentadiene from the reaction mixture. Recovered dicyclopentadiene is reasonably pure (see Figure S3 in the Supporting Information) and can therefore be cracked and reused in the Diels–Alder step.

By following the optimized protocol described above, we were able to carry through material on up to a 4 mol scale, to achieve a yield of 468 g (60%, based upon the amount of NaH
used to prepare the starting material, 7) of monomer mixture (containing crude 4 (30%), 9 (57%) and 10 (13%)) in a single batch. Only standard laboratory glassware and rotary evaporators were employed, and no chromatography was used throughout the process. This represents a substantial improvement over our earlier synthetic route.

**Selective Polymerization of 4 From Crude Monomer Mixture.** Because monomer 4 appeared to be the only species within the crude mixture that could be polymerized with the Grubbs 2nd generation catalyst at room temperature, we investigated the production of fPDCPD through selective polymerization of the crude material.

We found that polymerization from the unpurified 4:9:10 mixture afforded linear polymer (5) that was spectroscopically identical to that prepared from the column-purified 4:9 mixture used for our earlier studies (Figure 3). No incorporation of any other monomer could be identified.

![Representative 1H NMR spectra for linear fPDCPD polymer prepared from original column-purified monomer mixture vs. that prepared from the unpurified mixture of regioisomers described here. Signals labeled with asterisks indicate CH₂Cl₂ and H₂O in the CD₂Cl₂ NMR solvent. See Figures S16 and S17 for 13C NMR assignments for the linear polymer, and reference 29 for solid-state 13C spectra of the crosslinked material.](image)

**Figure 3.** Representative 1H NMR spectra for linear fPDCPD polymer prepared from original column-purified monomer mixture vs. that prepared from the unpurified mixture of regioisomers described here. Signals labeled with asterisks indicate CH₂Cl₂ and H₂O in the CD₂Cl₂ NMR solvent. See Figures S16 and S17 for 13C NMR assignments for the linear polymer, and reference 29 for solid-state 13C spectra of the crosslinked material.
**Improvements to Catalyst Loading.** We next explored the effect of different catalyst loadings upon both column-purified and unpurified monomer mixtures. In both cases, we observed efficient polymerization reactions with loadings as low as 1000:1 substrate:catalyst – a significant improvement over our initial results.\(^4^5\) Recognizing that the use of Grubbs 2\(^{nd}\) generation catalyst could become problematic on very large scale (the original Grubbs catalysts are rather carefully controlled by Materia, and are expensive for production scale reactions), we also explored the use of the competing Umicore M73 catalyst for which we were quoted a much more competitive price for large quantities. As expected, the Umicore catalyst was also effective at promoting the polymerization of 4 (at a 100:1 substrate:catalyst loading),\(^4^5\) even from within impure mixtures. For all of these polymerization experiments it was difficult to determine exact rates because with low catalyst loadings the molecular weight of the resulting linear polymer becomes large and solubility is compromised, which complicates NMR analysis (see Table S1 and Figure S18). Suffice it to say, however, that selective polymerization of 4 remained robust for both catalysts across a variety of loadings and starting material purities.

**Alternative Purification Strategies for Linear Polymer 5.** In our initial research, linear fPDCPD 5 was precipitated with diethyl ether and collected by centrifugation prior to thermal curing. Both the solvent and the collection method were therefore problematic from the perspective of scale up. We evaluated the use of other solvents for the precipitation step, and found that both hexanes and heptane (a less-flammable and less-toxic solvent that is often used as a process-chemistry replacement for hexanes)\(^4^6,4^7,4^8,4^9\) were effective in precipitating polymer 5 from the mother liquor with no loss in yield.

Filtration was also briefly explored as an alternative to centrifugation. While this facilitated isolation of the linear polymer, benchtop filtration conditions necessarily exposed the product to
more air than centrifugation or decanting of the supernatant. It is well known that polydicyclopentadiene is somewhat prone to aerobic oxidation,\textsuperscript{26,50,51} and we have shown previously that 5 undergoes slow oxidative crosslinking when allowed to stand in air.\textsuperscript{28} The resulting poor solubility for batches of 5 isolated by filtration led us to abandon this method in favor of simply decanting the supernatant containing the unreactive monomers, in cases where centrifugation was impractical.

**Development of a Reaction Injection Molding Process for fPDCPD.** Our efforts so far had greatly improved access to the functionalized dicyclopentadiene monomer 4 in a form that was useful for polymerization, but at this stage the polymer itself still had to be separated from unreacted 9 (as well as smaller amounts of 10) in a tedious centrifugation or decanting step. Moreover, the linear polymer 5 was difficult to form into solid objects suitable for advanced materials testing. In preliminary experiments using a Carver press, we were able to compress 5 into uneven disks that could be thermally cured either in the press or in a separate operation – but objects prepared in this way suffered from defects and voids throughout their macroscopic structure that would have complicated rheology or other measurements. In addition, the use of linear polymer 5 in injection molding operations would require high pressures to flow the polymer into a mold, since the temperature would have to be maintained below the crosslinking onset temperature (\textit{ca.} 135 °C). For any current industrial process designed around the well-developed reaction injection molding of traditional polydicyclopentadiene to switch over to the use of prepolymer 5 would require a substantial retooling effort that may not be warranted for such an untested material. In order to gain more rapid acceptance of our technology with current users of polydicyclopentadiene, we reasoned that a method where monomer 4 could be directly subjected to reaction injection molding was therefore desirable.
We briefly studied the polymerization of the crude 4:9:10 mixture described above, in the absence of solvent. As expected, the selective polymerization proceeded smoothly, but objects prepared in this way were very soft, and easily deformable (see below for further discussion of this material, and accompanying modulus data). Presumably the large amounts of unreacted 9 and 10 that are necessarily incorporated into the final polymer act as plasticizers. In order to develop an efficient injection molding process, we clearly required access to a form of monomer 4 that was relatively free of these contaminating species.

We had already shown that chromatographic separation of 4 and 9 was extremely difficult (although the two compounds are fairly easy to separate from other isomers including 10, they are challenging to separate from one another) – and in any case we hoped to minimize the use of chromatography throughout our processes. Attempted fractional distillation was likewise unsuccessful. We therefore elected to take advantage of the very different reactivity of 4 and 9 toward nucleophiles. It was well known that the strained α,β-unsaturated ester in 9 was much more electrophilic than the unstrained α,β-unsaturated ester in 4.\textsuperscript{52} Indeed, we\textsuperscript{28} and others\textsuperscript{52} had previously taken advantage of this difference to purify 4 for characterization purposes. We now sought to test whether a selective conjugate addition could be employed to separate 4 from 9 on preparative scale.

We elected to use 1,3-diaminopropane (13) as the nucleophile in this reaction, reasoning that the product (14) from addition of 13 to 9 would retain a primary amino group and therefore exhibit water solubility, enabling it to be removed from the reaction mixture by a simple aqueous extraction.\textsuperscript{53} In the event, diamine 13 proved capable of completely removing 9 from the crude monomer mixture, affording a crude product that was enriched in the desired polymerizable
monomer 4 (Figure 4). After initially optimizing the reaction on small scale in dichloromethane, larger scale reactions (40 g of monomer mixture) were conducted neat.

![Figure 4](image_url) Selective removal of regioisomer 9 from the crude monomer mixture.

While the conjugate addition described above is sufficient to remove all of the undesired 9 from the reaction mixture (at least so far as can be detected by $^1$H NMR), the mixture at this stage still contained other impurities, including minor isomer 10 (see below for further discussion and spectral details). In cases where the final monomer, 4, was purified away from these impurities by column-chromatography, we found that a 60% overall yield (based upon the concentration of 4 in the original mixture, prior to conjugate addition) of highly purified monomer could be obtained following conjugate addition and chromatography.

With access thus established to large quantities of monomer 4 (with or without the presence of other regioisomers), we next investigated the development of a reaction-injection molding process that could be carried out either inside or outside the glove box, and would be compatible with the production of solid objects of suitable dimensions for dynamic mechanical analysis and other measurements.
Commercially available injection molding equipment is generally intended for larger-scale applications than we were interested in here, and is most commonly designed for use with thermoplastic polymers rather than thermosets. Even “bench-scale” injection molders therefore have significant dead-volumes associated with single- or twin-screw resin injection (which would lead to considerable wasted sample for us) and lack the ability to heat the mold after delivery of the sample (which is necessary for us to achieve crosslinking). In some senses, reaction injection molding of thermosets is simpler than traditional injection molding of thermoplastics, since monomers can be added to the mold in liquid state and therefore do not require heavy-duty pumps capable of dealing with highly viscous materials. The only caveat is that the mold should be resistant to the temperatures necessary to effect thermal curing.

Recognizing, then, that very simple molding apparatus could be used for our thermoset material, we constructed a mold from a stack of three rectangular pieces of aluminum. Desired shapes were cut into the center piece, while sprue holes were drilled in the top plate to permit addition of liquid monomer and catalyst, the combination of which could be easily added by syringe. The apparatus was easily assembled either in a fume hood or inside of a glove box, and could be firmly held together with clamps. Significantly, no special equipment was required either to construct the injection molding assembly or to use it in the laboratory. Pre-cut aluminum plates were ordered as needed from an online vendor, using CAD software to design our desired mold shapes. To highlight the utility of this process for shapes that are more complex than simple rectangular DMA samples, Figure 5 shows a mold used to prepare a version of our University’s logo created entirely from fPDCPD.
Figure 5. Reaction injection molding apparatus and representative molded f/PDCPD products. (A) A laboratory-scale reaction injection molding apparatus comprised of three aluminum plates. The base plate is solid aluminum. Letters and other shapes have been cut through the center (molding) plate using a CNC mill. Sprue holes are drilled in the top plate to allow delivery of the polymer + catalyst mixture into the mold. The assembly is clamped during filling, polymerization, and thermal curing (clamps not shown). (B) Crosslinked f/PDCPD objects prepared in silicone molds, photographed on a mirrored surface to illustrate the glassy appearance of the final products. The objects’ irregular edges are due to the softness of the silicone molds. This is particularly visible for the letter ‘I’ which has noticeably curved sides. (C) Crosslinked f/PDCPD objects produced using the aluminum mold described above. Much more consistent dimensions were achieved, although the surfaces have a somewhat roughened finish due to the use of unpolished aluminum for the molds. (D) A closeup of a letter ‘I’ made from crosslinked f/PDCPD in an aluminum mold. Two small hemispherical voids are visible on the surface, presumably resulting from bubbles trapped within the mold. The cylindrical sprue features are ca. 3 mm in diameter. For all objects, darker colors indicate the use of longer crosslinking times.

Objects prepared using the aluminum mold were much more consistent than those obtained using earlier silicone and PLA molds. While small voids were still observed on the surface of the
final products (presumably resulting from bubbles), the overall quality of the samples was sufficient for DMA analysis, in that length, width, and height dimensions were consistent both across individual samples and between sample replicates.

The clamped mold could be easily filled by injection through the sprue holes of a pre-mixed suspension of 4 and an appropriate metathesis catalyst. The polymerization and crosslinking rates for 4 are sufficiently slow that we did not observe any clogging of the syringe needles that we used for injection. Conveniently, the thermal curing step can be accomplished without the need to remove the samples from the mold; the entire apparatus (including fPDCPD polymer, aluminum mold, and clamps) was simply transferred to an oven to effect crosslinking. At longer curing times, the samples became darker in color, but otherwise suffered no ill effects.

**Dynamic Mechanical Analysis.** With the ability to produce objects of regular dimensions, we next turned our attention to the rheological characterization of fPDCPD by dynamic mechanical analysis. In addition to comparing our ester-functionalized polydicyclopentadiene to unmodified dicyclopentadiene, we were curious to know how non-polymerizable impurities within the fDCPD monomer, 4, might affect the performance of objects produced during a reaction injection molding process, where there is no opportunity for unreacted species to be removed from the final product.

As discussed above and illustrated in Figure 6, at different stages during the production of our target monomer we achieved mixtures of 4, 9, and 10 in various degrees of purity. Following the initial Diels–Alder dimerization of carboxylated cyclopentadiene (i.e. the protonated form of 8) with unmodified cyclopentadiene, a mixture of products was observed including Thiele’s ester 12 and dicyclopentadiene 11. However, these two impurities were easy to remove, since the
former is relatively insoluble in hexanes while the latter can be distilled out of the product mixture. Following these two operations, the $^1$H NMR spectrum indicates the presence of 9, 10 and 4, but relatively few other significant impurities (Figure 6C). Removal of isomer 9 by conjugate addition with diaminopropane affords a crude product that still contains 10 and 4 (Figure 6B), and final purification by flash-column chromatography provides pure desired product 4 (Figure 6A).

**Figure 6.** Representative $^1$H NMR data for monomer 4 at various stages of the production process. (A) Column-purified compound 4. (B) Product mixture after removal of regioisomer 9 by conjugate addition with diaminopropane, but prior to chromatography. Significant amounts of impurity 10 are present, along with other minor impurities. (C) Product mixture after initial formation by Diels–Alder dimerization and subsequent removal of dicyclopentadiene by distillation, but prior to conjugate addition with diaminopropane. Significant amounts of isomers 9 and 10 are both present.
We subjected each of these mixtures to our reaction injection molding protocol, to prepare samples for DMA. Each batch of monomer was polymerized in aluminum molds as described above. The polymerization was carried out in a glove box, using a 1% loading of the Grubbs second-generation catalyst. Comparator samples of unmodified polycyclcopentadiene were prepared identically. After polymerization, the molds were transferred directly to a 135 °C oven (under air) for either 24 hours or 6 days to effect thermal curing. We previously showed that increased thermal curing across this time regime dramatically increased crosslink density (i.e. decreased the average linear segment length between crosslinks).29 After thermal curing, samples were removed and analyzed by DMA.

The storage and loss moduli for fPDCPD (prepared from column-purified 4) and unmodified PDCPD were broadly similar (compare Figures 7A and 7C, or Figures 7B and 7D; overlays of storage moduli data shown in Figures 7E and 7F). The prepared fPDCPD samples showed a somewhat higher storage modulus at room temperature, but this decreased slightly with elevated temperature, while the unfunctionalized PDCPD samples actually increased slightly in modulus as the temperature was raised. These very minor differences in thermal behavior – which might be attributable to the packing of the ester groups within the polymer lattice – are probably less important than the fact that the data for fPDCPD and PDCPD align so closely with one another. Both are very high-modulus materials compared with other organic polymers, and exhibit relatively stable moduli across a broad temperature range. At least based upon the DMA data, then, the addition of the ester group does not appear to imperil the physical properties of polycyclcopentadiene. We also conducted Vickers hardness measurements on representative fPDCPD and PDCPD samples (Figure 8B). Consistent with the room-temperature modulus data, the fPDCPD samples exhibited a slightly higher hardness.
Figure 7. Results from DMA analysis of fPDCPD samples prepared with monomer samples of varying degrees of purity, compared with DMA results for unfunctionalized PDCPD. (A) fPDCPD from column-purified 4, crosslinked for 24 hours at 135 °C. (B) fPDCPD from column-purified 4, crosslinked for 6 days at 135 °C. (C) Unfunctionalized PDCPD, crosslinked for 24 hours at 135 °C. (D) Unfunctionalized PDCPD, crosslinked for 6 days at 135 °C. For panels A–D, data in blue corresponds to fPDCPD; data in black corresponds to unfunctionalized PDCPD; filled data points indicate storage modulus measurements (G'); open data points indicate loss modulus (G''); thin lines indicate loss factor (tan δ). (E) Comparison of storage modulus for PDCPD (black data), fPDCPD from column-purified 4 (blue data), fPDCPD from crude monomer after removal of 9 by conjugate addition (green data), and fPDCPD from crude monomer prior to conjugate addition (red data), where each sample was crosslinked for 24 hours at 135 °C. (F) Comparison of storage modulus for the four types of samples described in panel E, where each sample was crosslinked for 6 days at 135 °C. (G) Comparison of loss factor data for
the four types of samples described in panel E, where each sample was crosslinked for 24 hours at 135 °C. (H) Comparison of loss factor data for the four types of samples described in panel e, where each sample was crosslinked for 6 days at 135 °C. For panels G and H, numerical values indicate local maxima for each loss factor curve.

**Figure 8.** Comparison of DSC and Vickers hardness data for PDCPD (black) vs. fPDCPD (blue). (A) DSC data showing similar glass transition temperatures for the two samples. (B) Vickers hardness measurements showing an increase in hardness for fPDCPD relative to unfunctionalized PDCPD, and an increase in hardness with longer crosslinking times. Asterisks indicate statistical significance (p < 0.05). For both sets of measurements, fPDCPD was generated from column-purified monomer.

In earlier measurements of the glass transition temperature by DSC (using material prepared under somewhat different polymerization and crosslinking conditions) we found that fPDCPD samples displayed a consistently higher $T_g$ (172 ± 3 °C) than that of unmodified PDCPD (155 – 165 °C). In the present study, however, the DMA data revealed the opposite ordering of the tan δ maxima: as shown in Figures 7G and 7H, the apparent $T_g$ in crosslinked
pure fPDCPD samples was about 15 °C lower than that for the crosslinked pure PDCPD samples. Glass transition temperature is not a constant for any material of course, and the apparent $T_g$ will change with heating rate or analytical method. To better compare our current samples with those produced in our earlier work, we collected DSC data for samples prepared as described above. As shown in Figure 8A, our fPDCPD sample (made from column-purified ester 4) and our in-house prepared PDCPD showed equivalent glass transition temperatures. While this is slightly different than what we had observed previously, the data once again serve to emphasize the similarities in the bulk properties of fPDCPD and PDCPD.

Not surprisingly, the modulus of our crosslinked polymer materials decreased with increasing concentrations of impurities in the monomer mixture. As shown in Figure 7E, low-purity fPDCPD prepared from the crude mixture of 4, 9 and 10 (prior to conjugate addition with diaminopropane; $^1$H NMR shown in Figure 6C) and crosslinked for 24 hours exhibited a storage modulus of only 16 MPa at room temperature (compared with 706 MPa for fPDCPD prepared from column-purified 4, and 674 MPa for PDCPD prepared from commercial dicyclopentadiene). Removal of isomer 9 from the crude monomer mixture prior to polymerization and crosslinking (see Figure 6B for $^1$H NMR of the input monomer, and green curve in Figure 7E for DMA data) greatly increased the modulus of the final product (to 471 MPa at room temperature), despite the fact that compound 10 is still present to act as a plasticizer.

Extended crosslinking times increased the storage modulus of all samples (compare Figure 7E to 7F), but the magnitude of the increase depended upon the provenance of the polymer material. The storage modulus of unmodified PDCPD increased from 674 to 732 MPa, while the same property for pure fPDCPD (i.e. prepared from column-purified 4) increased similarly, from
706 to 782 MPa). The storage modulus of fPDCPD containing impurity 10 likewise experienced only a modest increase (from 471 MPa to 539 MPa), but the modulus of fPDCPD containing both 10 and 9 increased dramatically upon further crosslinking, from only 16 MPa after 24 hours, up to 470 MPa following a 6 day treatment. Indeed, at temperatures between 60 and 80 °C the moduli for the two impure forms of fPDCPD were virtually indistinguishable after 6 days of crosslinking.

Similar differential increases were observed in the maxima of the loss factor curves (Figures 7G and 7H). While the PDCPD and pure fPDCPD samples experienced only modest increases to the \( T_g \) in response to more extensive crosslinking, and while fPDCPD doped with 10 likewise showed very little change upon extended crosslinking, the sample of polymer containing both 9 and 10 (data shown in red) experienced a dramatic change to the loss factor curve with longer thermal curing time.

These data can be rationalized in light of the structures of the various species and what we know about the mechanism of polymerization and crosslinking. As we discussed above, 4 is the only monomer within the mixture capable of undergoing metathesis polymerization at room temperature. After the initial polymerization event, therefore, a polymer sample generated from a mixture of 4, 9, and 10 will now contain a mixture of linear polymer 5 together with unreacted 9 and 10 molecules that can function as plasticizers (see Figure 9). While the ratios of the three species vary somewhat from batch to batch, compound 9 is always the major product. Because of this, samples prepared from the crude monomer mixture – prior to removal of 9 by conjugate addition – will contain very large quantities of plasticizer and will therefore exhibit proportionately low storage moduli when thermal curing times are minimized. As discussed above, these samples are very pliable, and can be easily deformed by finger pressure.
Figure 9. Proposal for the differential plasticizing effects of compounds 9 and 10 present in the crude monomer mixtures. Polymerizable monomer 4 (or polymer units derived from 4) is shown in blue. Non-polymerizable, but crosslinkable, monomer 9 (or polymer units derived from 9) is shown in red. Non-polymerizable and non-crosslinkable monomer 10 is shown in green. Key polymer crosslinks are indicated with bold black bonds.
We previously showed that fPDCPD does not crosslink through secondary olefin metathesis events, but rather via head–tail olefin addition polymerization, wherein the methyl methacrylate motif embedded within one residue along the polymer chain adds to the methyl methacrylate motif on a second residue – either on the same chain or (more likely) on a neighboring chain. Critically, compound 9 contains a methacrylate group (an α,β-conjugated ester) but compound 10 does not! This fundamental difference explains the differential behavior of polymer samples prepared with or regioisomer 9.

When thermally cured, entrapped compound 9 can participate in the olefin addition crosslinking events, even though it did not participate in the original polymerization. As shown in Figure 9, then, a polymer that once contained a low crosslink density and large amounts of plasticizer becomes transformed into a highly crosslinked material. A large increase in storage modulus would be expected following this transformation, which is consistent with the observed result.

By contrast, 10 cannot participate in either the olefin metathesis polymerization reaction, or the olefin addition crosslinking process. It likely remains as a spectator (and therefore plasticizer) even after lengthy thermal curing protocols. This explains why the modulus of polymer doped with 10 (green data in Figure 7) never ‘catches up’ to that of polymer prepared without this impurity, even at long crosslinking times. It also explains why polymer prepared with both 10 and 9 present (red data in Figure 7) eventually exhibits very similar modulus values to polymer prepared with only 10 present: after a sufficiently long crosslinking time both samples contain about the same amount of residual plasticizer.
While these explanations necessarily include a certain degree of post hoc rationalization of the experimental data, they nonetheless provide a useful conceptual framework for designing and preparing additional types of functionalized polydicyclopentadiene materials that encompass a broader range of properties (storage modulus, surface energy, \( T_g \), etc.) than has been available in the past.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have made several important contributions toward the broader usage of functionalized forms of dicyclopentadiene (DCPD).

We first demonstrated several improvements to the synthesis of the monomer mixture that leads to C-linked ester-functionalized polydicyclopentadiene (fPDCPD), and showed that pure linear polymer could be produced from this crude mixture through selective ring-opening metathesis polymerization. The ability to access pure linear (and thus crosslinked) fPDCPD without the need for column chromatography represents a significant improvement over our previous work.

Secondly, we showed that our synthetic protocols were capable of producing the functionalized dicyclopentadiene monomer mixture on >450-gram scale, and we developed a new protocol to remove the principal unwanted species from within this mixture through conjugate addition. This reaction also works on large scale, without additional solvent, and provides product of respectable purity even before chromatography.
Thirdly – and perhaps most significantly – we took advantage of the increased amounts of our materials to develop a reaction injection molding protocol that could be used inside a standard laboratory glove box without the need for specialized equipment. This led to the first production of macro-scale objects from our C-linked ester-functionalized PDCPD polymer, which we then used in a series of dynamic mechanical analysis experiments aimed at comparing the mechanical properties of fPDCPD to those of traditional unfunctionalized PDCPD. The Lemcoff group has also conducted DMA analysis of their allylically-functionalized PDCPD materials; as noted above these tended to have lower $T_g$ values as well as lower decomposition temperatures.

While we had previously shown that our vinyl-functionalized fPDCPD exhibited nearly identical thermal stability to traditional PDCPD together with an increased $T_g$ (when measured by differential scanning calorimetry), here we showed for the first time that the two polymers are also equivalent in terms of their storage and loss moduli. Given that polydicyclopentadiene is most valued for its excellent material strength, these modulus measurements are arguably the most important piece of data yet in supporting the use of fPDCPD in applications that are currently reserved for traditional PDCPD. Indeed, since we have already shown a greatly increased and tunable surface energy associated with fPDCPD relative to PDCPD (with $\gamma_{sv}$ values ranging from 38.5 mN/m up to 66.6 mN/m), we anticipate that this new material can be used in a broader range of applications than is currently open to the unfunctionalized polymer.

Significantly, while chromatographically purified monomer was used to obtain crosslinked polymer with the highest measured storage modulus, we also found that unpurified monomer could still provide a respectably high-modulus material ($G' > 500$ MPa at 25 °C) without the need for any chromatography steps throughout the entire production process. Thus, while further
advances toward the selective synthesis of monomer 4 will no doubt be required to support the large scale production of the target polymer, the results described herein strongly support the utility of new, functionalized forms of polydicyclopentadiene.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

**Large-scale synthesis of regioisomeric monomer mixture.** Freshly cracked cyclopentadiene (272.04 g, 4.12 mol), was slowly added to a solution of NaH (99 g, 4.12 mol) in dried tetrahydrofuran (THF, 2.06 L) at 0 °C over 1 hour. Dimethylcarbonate (1750 mL, 20.6 mol) was then added to the resulting 2M NaCP solution and the mixture was heated to 40 °C for 12 hours. Volatiles were removed *in vacuo*, and freshly cracked cyclopentadiene (544.08 g, 8.24 mmol), isopropanol (3 L) and H₂SO₄ (140 mL, 2.58 mol, 0.6 equiv.) were added. The mixture was stirred for 48 hours. Volatiles were then removed *in vacuo* and the resulting black mixture was dissolved in hexanes and washed with deionized water. Volatiles were then removed *in vacuo*, affording an oil. This oil was then heated at 50 °C under vacuum (0.1 mmHg) for 4 hours to remove all remaining dicyclopentadiene, resulting in a black oil. Yield: 468 g, 60%; as a crude mixture of regioisomers 4, 9 and 10. Spectroscopic data for 4 and 9 was identical to that reported previously.²⁸,²⁹ Spectroscopic data for 10 is provided in the Supporting Information.

**Removal of isomer 9 through conjugate addition with 1,3-diaminopropane.** 40 g of the unpurified mixture of monomers described above (after removal of residual dicyclopentadiene at 50 °C and 0.1 mm Hg) was stirred in a round-bottom flask. The non-polymerizable regioisomer (~23 g, 0.12 mol) was reacted by adding triethylamine (92.4 mL, 5 equiv.), DBU (9.8 mL, 0.5 equiv.), and 1,3-diaminopropane (58.1 mL, 5 equiv.) at 0 °C with stirring for 24 hours under
argon. The resulting mixture was dissolved in diethyl ether and washed with 1M HCl, followed by saturated aqueous NaHCO₃ and saturated aqueous NaCl. Volatiles were removed in vacuo, resulting in the isolation of a dark brown oil. The oil was dried under high vacuum to remove solvent residue, affording 16 g (> 90% recovery) of a crude mixture of regioisomers 4 and 10.

**Chromatographic purification of monomer 4.** The crude mixture of 4 and 10 (following removal of 9 with 1,3-diaminopropane) was dissolved in hexanes and loaded onto a silica gel column. Elution with 20:1 hexanes:ethyl acetate followed by concentration in vacuo provided monomer 4 as a light yellow oil with an estimated purity (by NMR) of ≥ 90%. Spectroscopic data was identical to that reported previously.²⁸,²⁹

**Reaction injection molding of monomer 4.** Functionalized dicyclopentadiene 4 (purified as indicated above) was combined under inert atmosphere in a glove box with the Grubbs second generation catalyst (1 mol %) in a glass vial. The mixture was stirred with a spatula for 30 seconds, then taken up in a plastic syringe, and immediately transferred through sprue holes (~3 mm) cut into a ¼” aluminum top plate, into an aluminum mold with a depth of ¼”. Test samples prepared in this way had a height of approximately 1” and a variable width and shape, as indicated in Figure 5. The samples were allowed to polymerize for 24 hours at room temperature in the glove box, after which the mold (still containing the polymer samples) was removed from the glove box and placed in an oven at 135 °C to effect thermal curing. Different curing times (30 minutes to 24 hours) provided samples with different degrees of coloring. The mold was then disassembled by removing the top and bottom plates, and the samples were removed. To facilitate removal of the polymer samples, the aluminum mold (as well as the associated top and bottom plates) was treated with a Teflon-containing spray prior to use.
Mechanical measurements. Samples of pure functionalized or nonfunctionalized polydicyclopentadiene were prepared as described above, and tested by dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) on an Anton Paar MCR 302 rheometer with SRF 12 geometry and CTD 600 oven. Frequency and amplitude sweeps were completed to ensure testing parameters for temperature-sweep measurements were within the viscoelastic region (Figure S19). Temperature-sweep measurements were performed with a strain of 0.1%, a frequency of 1 Hz, and a heating rate of 1 °C/min. Tested samples were solid rectangular bars of dimensions 12 mm x 4 mm x 25 mm. Complementary hardness tests were completed on a Buehler Wilson VH 3100 instrument with a Vickers diamond shaped indenter. Tested samples were solid cylinders with a height of 14.5 mm and diameter of 14.5 mm. DSC analysis was conducted using a heating rate of 10 °C/min.
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(42) A small amount of dark-colored oily byproduct excluded by the hexanes fraction did impair the function of the catalyst if it were left within the reaction mixture, but this could be removed by simply using hexanes as the organic solvent in the aqueous workup step.

(43) At the scale we were working at, we found it convenient to generate NaCp ourselves from sodium hydride and freshly cracked cyclopentadiene. At either smaller or larger scales, however, it would generally be more convenient to source NaCp commercially. With this in mind, we prepared our NaCp solution to be 2 M in THF, which is typical of commercial concentrations used by vendors of both small (e.g. Sigma) and large (e.g. Boulder Scientific) quantities.

(44) Ester-containing species 4 and 9 do not begin to distil until approximately 5 °C higher in temperature.

(45) With 0.1% catalyst loadings, the polymerization was noticeably slower than with 1% catalyst loadings. Although it was difficult to determine the exact rate of polymerization (as
discussed in the text), we typically let these low-catalyst reactions run for 24 hours to ensure completion.


(53) Although developed primarily for scale-up purposes, this reaction was also employed in our recent spectroscopic study of the crosslinking structure in polymer 6. See reference 29 for details.

(54) The polymerization of fPDCPD can be accomplished outside a glove box too, but we were concerned that traces of oxygen in the sample might lead to inconsistent DMA results. As discussed above, all forms of PDCPD are prone to oxidation. Since one of our primary objectives in the current work was to compare the storage moduli of PDCPD and fPDCPD, we decided out of an abundance of caution to carry out all of our polymerizations in the glove box.
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Figure S1. Previous method for producing fPDCPD, based on selective polymerization from a chromatographically purified monomer mixture.
Figure S2. The regiochemical outcome for the Diels–Alder reactions leading to each of the ester-functionalized dicyclopentadienes 4, 9, 10, and 12 (as well as the unfunctionalized dicyclopentadiene 11, not shown), is consistent with our earlier prediction of regiochemistry using radical stabilization arguments. Briefly, these arguments require that each diene species be viewed as its corresponding 1,4-diradical resonance structure. The fastest Diels–Alder coupling is then predicted to arise through the coupling of the least-stabilized radicals (highlighted in yellow in the Figure). The characterization of the new compound 10 (which was not known at the time of our earlier publications) therefore further supports these arguments.
Figure S3. Comparison of $^1$H NMR spectrum for dicyclopentadiene recovered by distillation (A) to a spectrum for commercial dicyclopentadiene (B).

Figure S4. $^1$H NMR spectrum for compound 10 in CDCl$_3$, recorded at 500 MHz.
Figure S5. $^{13}$C NMR and DEPT-135 NMR spectra (in black and red, respectively) for compound 10 in CDCl$_3$, recorded at 75 MHz.

Figure S6. $^{13}$C NMR NMR spectrum for compound 10 in CDCl$_3$, recorded at 125 MHz.
Figure S7. COSY NMR spectrum (full range) for compound 10 in CDCl$_3$, recorded at 500 MHz.
Figure S8. COSY NMR spectrum (alkyl region) for compound 10 in CDCl₃, recorded at 500 MHz.
Figure S9. HSQC NMR spectrum for compound 10 in CDCl₃, recorded at 500 MHz x 125 MHz.
Figure S10. HMBC NMR spectrum for compound 10 in CDCl$_3$, recorded at 500 MHz x 125 MHz.
Figure S11. NOESY NMR spectrum for compound 10 in CDCl$_3$, recorded at 500 MHz.
Figure S12. NMR assignments for compound 10. Blue: $^1$H NMR; red: $^{13}$C NMR.

Figure S13. Significant COSY correlations for compound 10, used to assign the structure.
Figure S14. Significant HMBC correlations for compound 10, used to assign the structure. Pink: confirmatory correlations establishing connectivity in the northern and southern halves of the molecule. Blue: most significant correlations establishing the relative orientation of the northern and southern fragments to one another. Grey: $^4$J couplings present due to the constrained nature of the molecule.

Figure S15. Significant NOE correlations for compound 10, used to assign the structure.
Figure S16. Full-range HSQC spectrum for linear fPDCPD polymer 5, produced from column-purified monomer 4, in CD$_2$Cl$_2$.

Figure S17. Close-up of HSQC spectrum for 5, emphasizing the duplication of $^{13}$C signals for some carbon atoms. This duplication could be due to the use of racemic monomer 4, (which necessarily leads to the production of atactic polymer) but more likely is due to the possibility of both head→head and head→tail connectivity along the backbone (i.e. the primary polymer linkage could be h,c,d,e,i→h,c,d,e,i or h,c,d,e,i→i,e,d,c,h at any given backbone alkene).
Table S1. Increase in Molecular Weight with Decreasing Catalyst Concentration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>catalyst loading (mol%)</th>
<th>integration</th>
<th>repeat units (n)</th>
<th>MW (g/mol)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vinyl H</td>
<td>phenyl H</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1547</td>
<td>32.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1350</td>
<td>37.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1264</td>
<td>39.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; 0.08</td>
<td>&gt; 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; 0.02</td>
<td>&gt; 200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure S18. Increase in molecular weight with decreasing catalyst concentration.
Figure S19. Amplitude and frequency sweeps for fPDCPD from column-purified 4, confirming that testing parameters for the DMTA experiments were within the viscoelastic region of the material. (A) Amplitude sweep. (B) Frequency sweep. Filled data points indicate storage modulus measurements (G’); open data points indicate loss modulus (G’’).